
Website Evaluation for Students
The Internet is full of information, but not all of it is true or useful.

It is up to you to evaluate websites and determine if they are worthwhile.
Use the Five Ws and always use your brain!

Name(s) _______________________________________________

Web Address ___________________________________________________________________________________

Criteria #1: WHO created this site? (Authority)
Who is the person or organization is
responsible for the web page?

How can you contact that person or
organization?

What makes the author an expert on this
topic? What do you know about the
author's education, years of experience,
or occupation?
List any connection the author has to a
university, research laboratory,
governmental agency, or other reputable
organization.

Based on the information
you found about the author,

rate this source:

__ credible

__ not credible

Criteria #2: WHAT is the purpose?
What is the purpose of the website? To
sell something? To provide information?
To convince you of something?
What does the domain name (.com,
.gov, .org, .edu) tell you about the
purpose of the site?
Is this site giving you an opinion or
presenting all sides of an issue?

Based on what you found
out about the purpose, rate

this source:

__ biased

__ not biased

Criteria #3: WHERE does the information come from? Is it accurate?
Where did the information on the web
page come from? Is it a reliable source
of information?

Note any obvious errors on the page,
including spelling or grammar errors.
What does this suggest about the care
taken in producing the page?
How does the information factually
compare to information from other
sources you've already read?

This information is:

__ accurate

__ not accurate

__ not sure



Criteria #4: WHEN was it created or modified? (Currency)
How recent is the information on the
page?

When was the page first written?

When was the page last revised?

Is it important to have current
information for your research topic?

This information is

__ current

__ not current

Criteria #5: WHY is this information useful for your research project? (Relevancy)

Does this site present information that
helps with your research project?

Is it written at a level that you can
understand?

How does this site compare to other sites
you have seen about this topic?

This information is

__ useful

__ not useful

SUMMARY

List 4 reasons for using or
rejecting this website.

1.

2.

3.

4.

This guide was based on an original found in Increasing Academic Achievement Through the Library Media Center: A
Guide for Teachers by David Loertscher and Douglas Achterman.


